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ABSTRACT

Rapid technology growth in the aerospace industry continues to manifest in increasingly
complex weapons systems and system driven weapons systems platforms which must be
supported in the flight test environment. This growth in complexity often surpasses the
capabilities of many ground based real-time and post-flight processing and display
systems, leaving these systems perpetually behind the power curve when compared to
data/information processing, presentation and distribution requirements set forth by
today’s flight test engineering community. Many flight test programs are accepting less
than optimal results from these systems, therefore, the amount of information presently
obtained (per flight hour) limits the results acquired during a test program, creating a more
costly test and evaluation budget. As an integral participant in the development and testing
of high technology aircraft and weapons systems, the U.S. Air Force Flight Test Center’s
(AFFTC) Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing Systems (ADAPS) development is
bridging the gap between requirements and capability by distributing current system
architectures to provide incremental performance upgrades in specific areas of need in lieu
of entire system replacements. This paper will discuss the current real-time processing,
distribution and display capability that exists at the AFFTC and the planned phased
upgrade of this tightly coupled system to a more flexible and extensible distributed
architecture that will be increasingly responsive to the dynamic nature of test and
evaluation of modern weapons systems and weapons systems platforms.

Key Words: Flight test, telemetry, real-time processing and display, distributed
architecture, telemetry preprocessor, engineering workstation.

NOMENCLATURE

ADAPS Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing Systems
ADS Acquisition and Display Subsystem



AFFTC Air Force Flight Test Center
CSS Control and Storage Software
DADS Data Distribution System
DAS Display and Analysis Subsystem
EU Engineering unit
FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface
FES Front End Subsystem
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IFDAPS Integrated Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
MIPS Million instructions per second
NCGA National Computer Graphics Association
PCM Pulse code modulation
PDA Parallel disk array
PHIGS Programmer’s Hierarchial Interactive Graphics System
RMCC Ridley Mission Control Center
SCR Strip chart recorder
TPP Telemetry preprocessor
TSPI Time Space Position Information

INTRODUCTION

The Ridley Mission Control Center (RMCC) complex is critical to the conduct of test
and evaluation within the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC). Continued upgrade of
the real-time acquisition, processing and display capabilities of the RMCC is essential to
support the ever evolving requirements of the flight test community. Current capabilities
limit the feasibility of accomplishing significant performance upgrades due to a tight
coupling between software and hardware. Therefore, significant increases in capabilities
can only be accomplished by periodic (every 5 - 10 years) replacement of the entire
system. It is impractical to redesign and reimplement an entire system only because a
specific component can no longer support the requirements. The systems development
engineering challenge being addressed in the ADAPS concept is to develop an
architecture that allows for incremental upgrades targeting specific capability
enhancements such as increasing the derived parameter computational capacity, on-line
data storage, or engineering workstation processing and display performance without
redesigning or replacing the entire system. This paper will address the AFFTC’s
approach to develop such an architecture.



CURRENT RMCC ARCHITECTURE

The Integrated Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System (IFDAPS)  is the primary1

real-time processing and display capability used within the RMCC to support flight
activities. Figure 1 represents a high level view of the IFDAPS system architecture. The
IFDAPS accomplishes acquisition, processing, archival, and display of data from flight
test vehicles. It also consists of three major subsystems: Front End, Acquisition and
Display, and Display and Analysis.

Figure 1 IFDAPS Architecture

The Front End Subsystem (FES) is responsible for telemetry preprocessing and provides
the necessary interfaces and processing to accept raw (unprocessed) telemetry data from
the RMCC Data Distribution System (DADS). The FES performs synchronization,
identification tagging, time tagging, and formatting for further processing. The FES also
provides data compression and minimal Engineering Unit (EU) conversions. The FES
outputs data to Strip Chart Recorders (SCRs) and the Acquisition and Display
Subsystem (ADS) for further processing and display.

The ADS is the primary telemetry processing component, within IFDAPS and
accomplishes acquisition, processing, and display of telemetry data according to user
specified parameters. The ADS accepts telemetry data (raw and compressed) from the



FES, performs limit checks and additional engineering unit conversions, and outputs data
to other IFDAPS components. The ADS also supports processing of discrete bits,
derived measurements, development of time sequenced history recording buffers, and
alphanumeric displays.

The Display and Analysis Subsystem (DAS) augments the computational and display
capability of ADS for large mission support, provides color graphic/alphanumeric
displays and hardcopy, and provides the primary real-time and recall display components
of IFDAPS. The Control and Storage Software (CSS) (resident on the DAS) provides
control over mission initialization, history recording media, run-file (Setup) distribution,
and provides a single operator interface for control of IFDAPS.

ADAPS CONCEPT

The Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing Systems (ADAPS) Concept was
developed to specifically address an architectural approach that will allow for efficient
incremental upgrades of IFDAPS and future systems as requirements evolve while
integrating existing and planned real-time and post-mission assets. The scope of the
ADAPS Concept includes:

! The acquisition, processing, and display of flight test information in real-time to
provide an efficient and cost effective capability to ensure safety of flight and
minimize the necessity of extensive post-mission processing.

! The incorporation of existing capabilities into a common architecture to minimize
redundant development.

! The maximum use of commercially available hardware and software whose
integration utilizes approved interface and protocol standards.

! The integration and handling of aircraft instrumentation data into a database
structure which is easily accessible and maintainable.

! The incorporation of data and calibration verification techniques to ensure the
accuracy of flight test data.

! The archival (history recording) of large quantities of data collected “in real-time”
to mass storage for the post-mission/analysis environment.



! The development of customized software to incorporate the use of standardized
development environments such as UNIX™, Ada, and graphics interface standards
(e.g. Programmer’s Hierarchial Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS)).

ADAPS RMCC DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 represents a high level “Distributed” system architecture, integral to the ADAPS
concept, to support a near term aggregate system throughput requirement of 5 megabits/
second and 300K samples/second. In addition, this architecture is designed to provide
growth to the unidentified requirements of the future without excessively long
development cycles between incremental upgrades in system performance. The key
functional aspects of this architecture include telemetry preprocessing, real-time display,
real-time data distribution, archival storage, auxiliary processors, and setup and control.

 Figure 2 Distributed Architecture



TELEMETRY PREPROCESSING

The architecture includes a state-of-the-art Telemetry Preprocessor (TPP). The TPP will
perform most of the functions currently provided by super minicomputers in many
systems. Inputs to the TPP include downlinked PCM, MIL-STD 1553, Time Space
Position Information (TSPI), and time. These TPP systems are distributed processors
consisting of specialized data acquisition hardware (i.e. PCM decoms, bit syncs, etc),
microprocessors (i.e. the Motorola 68000 family) for control and processing, and
peripheral interfaces. Command and control is provided by standard busses such as
VME, while high-speed data movement is provided by specialized (proprietary in most
cases) busses. This has resulted in the manufacturers migrating to an open architecture.
This in turn provides TPPs with the ability to interface to standard peripherals such as
disk drives, graphics workstations, and standard data distribution networks.

The TPP hardware provides for the processing of telemetry data from decommutation to
distribution of data over networks. History recording, at the TPP level, is becoming an
available capability. The open architecture of todays TPP manufacturers allows for the
incorporation of such state-of-the-art components as Parallel Disk Arrays (PDA) for
history recording. The PDAs offer gigabytes of storage at multi-megabyte/second transfer
rates. With the open architecture concept, new features such as the PDAs can be
integrated into the system, as they become available, without major redevelopment efforts.

This open architecture also extends to “off-the-shelf” software provided for the TPP. In
most instances, standard operating systems such as UNIX™ are being used to provide a
standard development environment. The TPP manufacturers are offering “first level”
setup software and libraries of functions that can be linked to the processing of
parameters. Also provided by most vendors is the capability to create custom algorithms
using higher order languages and the necessary utilities for compiling and debugging these
algorithms. The resulting algorithms can then be stored in the library where they become
available for other users.

REAL-TIME DISPLAY PROCESSING

The architecture provides for the use of low, rnedium and high performance engineering
workstations for the presentation of data to the flight test engineer in real-time. Real-time
display technology has evolved exponentially in the past 10 years from relatively “dumb”
text terminal to high performance microprocessor based “graphics workstations” capable
of rendering three dimensional images in real-time with no host processor involvement
and, additionally, providing upwards of 160 MIPS of compute power available to add to
the host processor capability.



By distributing this real-time display processing to devices specifically designed to
efficiently handle those requirements, the host/auxiliary processor is relieved of the
responsibility of deriving, formatting, and maintaining real-time data presentation
structures, thereby providing more compute power at the host for manipulation and
derivation of data to be displayed to the user (i.e. derived parameters, user oriented
calculations, etc).

Utilizing the wide variety of capabilities offered by the engineering workstation community
of vendors is a logical step in the direction of distributing the workload of a flight test data
acquisition and display system to technologically specialized components (as with the
TPP) for each definable function. These features will allow for a generic display capability
that can adapt to changing mission requirements.

As is reflected in the National Computer Graphics Association’s (NCGA) Integrate
Initiative and demonstrated in the NCGA’s Integrate ’90 “Solutions for the Information
Age,”  the engineering workstation community is migrating towards standardization in the2

exchange of graphical information. Utilizing standards such as PHIGS and X Windows™
allows for the development of software which can be ported to the next generation of
display devices without major redevelopment.

REAL-TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION

The most critical aspect of distributing processing in a real-time environment is the
method by which data is presented to the processors to perform their functions. The
method chosen should not significantly burden any computational device in the system
unless that device is specifically designed to act as a file or data server. There are two
primary methods typically used to accomplish distribution of data for processing: 1) a
hardware point-to-point link (e.g. RS232, IEEE 488, etc.), or 2) a network link (e.g.
Ethernet, Hyper-channel, Token Ring, Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), etc.). The
network method is inherently slow (given today’s technology) and tends to bog down
when many nodes are placed on the network. The point-to-point link is considerably
faster, however there are many physical constraints associated with them (e.g. slots
available in the computers, cable spider webs, etc).

A relatively new method of data distribution is a memory-to-memory link. The memory-
to-memory link has the least performance impact on the host and workstation. It is a
transparent non I/O path through which data can be transmitted. Similar to shared
memory, this type of link is not processor dependent and provides the most efficient
method of sharing data. Development of these links is in progress by several vendors and
reliable and field proven versions should become available in the near future.



Regardless of the high speed data transfer media selected, maintaining a second data
transmission path such as Ethernet is desirable. This implementation will allow for
separate setup and control of the system in a manner independent of the high speed data
path. Therefore, high speed data transfer is accomplished efficiently without being
interrupted by the setup and control function and additional flexibility is also attained.

AUXILIARY PROCESSORS

The architecture includes the ability to incorporate auxiliary processors (computers) on
the network to provide necessary additional compute power as required for highly
specialized mission requirements. Distributed architectures have significantly off-loaded
host processors from many of the time consuming functions they have classically
performed. The intent of this design is to move away from the necessity of continually
upgrading to bigger, faster, and more powerful host computers to meet the ever increasing
demands of the future.

Using distributed architectures, the function of the host processor becomes that of an
auxiliary processor. In addition, this architecture is intended to remove, as much as
possible, the dependency on a single vendor’s computer. With this distribution of
responsibilities accomplished, the auxiliary computers are left with a set of functions
which could be performed by a variety of computer vendors in the industry. At this point,
selection of the appropriate auxiliary computer system can be a full and open competitive
procurement to select the most appropriate system to meet the processing and interface
requirements for auxiliary processing.

Utilizing a distributed architecture including high speed single board computers and
computation intensive special purpose processors such as transputers allows the mission
support system developer to accommodate in real-time or near real-time many
computational and analysis requirements that have heretofore been accomplished in a
post-mission processing environment. These computational and analysis requirements
include complex propulsion system analysis algorithms, models and simulations, random
data analysis (spectral, cross-spectral and covariance analysis), phase and gain margin
estimation and determination, real-time comparisons of simulation and flight test data,
trajectory/guidance analysis and command, avionics bus traffic analysis, fire/flight control
system analysis, expert system aided airborne systems analysis, navigation system
performance system analysis, space position solution derivations, structural/dynamics
analysis and expert system aided mission control.



SETUP AND CONTROL

The architecture includes an engineering workstation to perform automated setup and
control of the system which is designed to integrate the system setup and control function
and provide a single operator interface to the system. This operations workstation will
centralize and standardize control of the entire mission support activities and provide the
operator with current information on the systems operational functionality and allow for
reasonable interactive control of system functions and resources. In addition, a function
of the setup and control environment is the allocation/reallocation of applications to
processors as a result of processor failure or performance adjustments.

The environment will be a graphical user interface to provide a setup process which will
be easy to use and self-verifying to minimize operator error. The operations setup process
functions will consist of maintaining flight histories for equipment setup, graphical
workstation display setup, interactive diagnostic capability, and status, performance, and
resource monitoring of system functions. Through the use of the central operations
console, the operator can easily make changes to front end setup data, monitor system
performance or run diagnostics to troubleshoot system problems. All of these operations
will be performed through a unified user environment. A planned objective of setup and
control will be to provide these capabilities independent of different vendor hardware,
although initially these capabilities will be demonstrated using existing vendor
components.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

Proof-of-Concept Prototype Development is a critical aspect of the ADAPS concept.
This development phase will provide the AFFTC with the ability to demonstrate and
evaluate state-of-the-art hardware and software, integrate these components in an off-line
environment, and develop specifications that will clearly identify system performance
characteristics. Major objectives of the proof-of-concept prototype endeavor include
accomplishment of performance upgrades and system testing within an environment that
will not disrupt ongoing operations, stimulation of the innovative solutions to satisfy future
support requirements, and refinement of specifications for competitive acquisition of
hardware and software components and subsystems to be integrated into operational
systems.

Frequently, specifications for acquisition of new capabilities do not accurately reflect the
true needs of the user community. This does not imply that the requirements gatherers
have done a poor job, rather that it is extremely difficult to answer the question “What
capabilities do I need?” when it is not clear “What capabilities exist for me to choose
from?” By utilizing the proof-of-concept prototyping approach, we can obtain a clear



definition of what industry has to offer today and thereby, more clearly identify what is
really needed. In many instances, user are not cognizant of advances in the industry which
may provide new and innovative ideas to accomplish their tasks.

The proof-of-concept configuration is a scaled down version of the overall distributed
architecture discussed previously. Scaling down of the system architecture is
accomplished for two reasons: 1) the complete configuration is not required to
accomplish the stated objectives and 2) development of the proof-of-concept prototype
environment can be accomplished with a minimal investment. The system architecture
developed in the proof-of-concept activity (see Figure 3) represents this scaled down
capability.

Figure 3 Prototype System

This overall capability provided within the proof-of-concept prototype system includes a
Telemetry Preprocessor (TPP) to process incoming data streams, low and mid range
engineering workstations for real-time graphical and alpha/numeric information display,
real-time Data Distribution via Ethernet/FDDI, a Setup and Control Workstation, and an
auxiliary processor (future). These activities will involve purchasing off-the-shelf
commercial components (hardware and software), integrating these components together,
developing custom software to augment the general commercial software with specific
applications and finally integrating the custom and commercial components together.



The Telemetry Preprocessor component of the system will consist of a standard open
architecture commercial TPP system including the required processing and setup
software, The characteristic that constitute the TPP include the following:

! Distributed architecture

! Maximum use of off-the-shelf hardware and software

! 2 PCM streams, one capable of PCM, embedded 1553 or exclusive 1553 data
support

! Record raw input, engineering units, and/or derived parameters to disk

! 800 Mbytes of mass storage

! One workstation (setup and control)

! System software to perform setup, performance monitoring, algorithm
development, diagnostics and display building

! “C” language development environment

! 32 digital to analog converters for output to strip chart recorders

! IRIG time input

Real-time Display Processing utilizing graphics workstations is be performed on two
different vendor products providing different capabilities. These two workstations will
demonstrate different performance characteristics for particular display applications and
investigate software transportability between different workstation platforms. The
workstation requirements were divided into two categories: 1) The Mid-Range
Workstation with CPU performance of 13 MIPS and graphics performance consisting of
24 bitplanes allowing for 12 bit double buffering, 400,000 three dimensional
vectors/second, 90,000 polygons/second, and 135,000 triangles/second. The polygon and
triangle performance numbers are defined as 24 bit color, double buffered, lighted,
Gourand shaded, and Z-Buffered. 2) The Low-Range Workstation with CPU
performance of 12.5 MIPS and graphics performance consisting of 8 bitplanes, 400,000
two dimensional vectors/second, and 175,000 three dimensional vectors/second.

A Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D™/85 GTB was selected as the workstation to represent the
mid range capability and a Sun SPARCstation™ 1 GX to represent the low-range 



capability. These systems were acquired through a competitive acquisition process and
are representative of the systems currently available as commercial products.

Display prototyping will be accomplished and make maximum use of off-the-shelf
commercial application prototyping (graphical modeling system) tools. The primary tool
under evaluation for development of the basic display capability is DataViews™ by VI
Corporation. In addition to displays developed with prototyping tools, specific custom
application displays will be developed. Software will be developed in a manner that is
transportable (with minimal changes, i.e. recompiling and linking) between the
workstations. Custom display software development on these workstations is also being
accomplished in Ada to enhance portability to additional workstation platforms and
maintainability over the life cycle of the software.

One outcome of the display development is to produce a standard interface specification
to the graphics workstations. As a result of this specification, the graphics workstations
will be able to be connected to other real-time systems, once the hardware and software
design requirements of the interface specification are accomplished.

Real-Time Data Distribution is currently implemented utilizing Ethernet as the prime data
transfer media. As a result of the restrictions in using Ethernet, upgrade to FDDI hardware
and protocol or a memory-to-memory link is presently under consideration.

Development of a setup environment that is independent of vendor hardware will be
critical to implementation of the ADAPS Concept. This environment will serve as the link
between a standard user interface and the multiple subsystems that make the Real-Time
Processing and Display System. This environment will also provide the mechanism by
which flight histories are created and maintained.

Future growth of the proof-of-concept prototype also allows for integration of an optimal
auxiliary processing environment. This will include the capability for dynamic reallocation
of processes in the event of an auxiliary processor failure. The hierarchy of processes
would be defined from the Setup and Control function at the operations workstation. This
environment can be added when requirements dictate and resources are identified.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Distribution of critical processing functions is essential to sustain the required response of
a mission support system. A number of commercially available products designed to
provide a cost effective solution to meeting specific flight test and evaluation requirements
are available that enhance development of state-of-the-art Real-Time Processing and
Display Systems and significantly reduce the need for custom development. No longer are



larger and larger host computers required when developing or upgrading Real-Time
Processing and Display Systems. In fact, as demonstrated in this paper, a host processor
should only be used for very specific processing functions not designed to perform in the
TPP or workstation environments.

The distributed architecture presented in this paper was developed and configured to meet
the unique and demanding requirements of the Air Force Flight Test Center flight test and
evaluation activity. The nature of the extensible ADAPS architecture allows for the future
incorporation of increased generic computational/analysis requirements and project
specific mission support requirements in an evolutionary manner without major system
redevelopment or replacement. Tailored variations of this development are easily
implemented in other environments that process and display information in any fixed or
mobile facility acquiring, processing, distributing, and displaying test information in
real-time.
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